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Young People’s Theatre is situated on lands and waterways that have known human

GREETINGS!
What happens at Young People’s Theatre?
Excellent productions. Imaginative Drama
School programming. Transformative arts
education experiences.
Expect laughter. Anticipate learning. Enjoy a
good story. Celebrate a hopeful ending!
We’re proud to be one of North America’s
leading professional theatres dedicated to
young people. The following pages will give
you an idea of the many things we do.
Join us for all the joy we experience at YPT!

Allen MacInnis

Nancy J. Webster

artistic director

executive director
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activity for thousands of years. We are privileged today to be able to enjoy the...
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...benefits of this land, which supports all that we do. The original caretakers of this

“ I will find my way in the dark.”
From the song “Find My Way”, commissioned remix by Nick Sherman, for The Mush Hole

TORONTO PREMIERE

THE MUSH HOLE
MAINSTAGE • Oct. 16 - 25, 2019
Recommended for Ages 11 & up • Grades 6-12
Created, Directed and Produced by Santee Smith
Remount produced by Kaha:wi Dance Theatre

A dance performance about truths of the Mohawk Institute residential school.
From award-winning choreographer, director and producer Santee Smith and
the internationally acclaimed Kaha:wi Dance Theatre comes a story of truth,
acknowledgement and resilience. A groundbreaking new production of dance
and theatre, The Mush Hole explores the devastating intergenerational impact
of Canada’s residential school system.

Santee
Smith

Julianne
Blackbird

Jonathan
Fisher

Raelyn
Metcalfe

Montana
Summers

This season, we explore the Seven Ancestral Teachings of the Anishinaabe, central to YPT’s
core values. A small turtle will guide you through each teaching. For more on Indigeneity
and YPT, see page 23.
ANCESTRAL TEACHING
Truth. “The Mush Hole… offers a way to open dialogue and to heal, through
acknowledgment and honouring the spirit of Survivors and families.” – Santee Smith
CLASSROOM CONNECTIONS
Themes: Engaging with Truth and Reconciliation and the legacy of residential schools,
Importance of family and love, Breaking down stereotypes.
Curriculum: Social Studies – Heritage and Identity; First Nations, Metis and Inuit
Studies; Canadian and World Studies; Language Arts/English; The Arts –
Drama and Dance.

territory have always known how to benefit from the land and water, and still ensure that...
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...future generations will have what they need to live. The territory that YPT stands

“Proving once again that the best children’s theatre is always the most
sophisticated children’s theatre.”
Chicago Tribune

CANADIAN PREMIERE • HOLIDAY MUSICAL

THE ADVENTURES
OF PINOCCHIO
MAINSTAGE • Nov. 11, 2019 - Jan. 5, 2020
Recommended for Ages 5 & up • SK-Grade 6
Music & Lyrics by Neil Bartram, Book by Brian Hill

Directed by Sheila McCarthy
This rollicking new musical follows the much-loved marionette on his
mischievous quest to become a real human being. Multi-award-winning actor
Sheila McCarthy returns to YPT after more than 35 years to direct the
Canadian premiere of this magical adaptation.
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ANCESTRAL TEACHING
Honesty compels Pinocchio to recognize that being human means caring about how
our actions affect others.
CLASSROOM CONNECTIONS
Themes: Developing one’s sense of integrity, Learning the value of family,
Choices and consequences.
Curriculum: Kindergarten Curriculum; Social Studies – understanding structures
and mechanisms; Science and Technology; Mathematics – data management and
probability; The Arts – Drama, Music, Dance; Health and Physical Education – personal
safety and injury prevention; Language Arts.

upon is that of the Dish With One Spoon Covenant. This agreement made amongst...
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...Indigenous nations governs how to share the resources that the land and water provide.

“Anyone out there tonight?”
EAGLE19, A Million Billion Pieces

WORLD PREMIERE

A MILLION
BILLION PIECES
STUDIO • Nov. 25 - Dec. 13, 2019
Recommended for Ages 13 & up • Grades 8-12
By David James Brock, Music by Gareth Williams

Directed by Philip Akin

When a touch could be a lifeline – or lethal – two 16-year-olds dare to
tempt fate. Pria and Theo are isolated by a rare disease that could prove
deadly if they make contact. Craving connection, they progress from flirty
DMs to a precarious encounter, each with their own reason to test what
it is to live – and love – like other people.

Aldrin
Bundoc

Simon
Gagnon

Kate
Martin

Jonelle
Sills

ANCESTRAL TEACHING
“Understanding Love includes believing we are each a perfectly lovable human being.”
- J’Net Ayayqwayaksheelth, ROM Indigenous Outreach and Learning Coordinator
CLASSROOM CONNECTIONS
Themes: Finding the beauty of life in difficult circumstances, Taking risks,
Finding support in others.
Curriculum: Drama; English; Healthy and Active Living Education –
social relationships and decision making; Biology – genetics.

At the centre of the agreement is the image of a single dish that holds all the bounty...
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...and one spoon to draw from that dish. The agreement: everyone will only take what

“Like stepping inside a beautifully illustrated children’s storybook.
It’s a magical experience.”
Sarasota Observer

CLASSIC STORY REIMAGINED

JUNGLE BOOK
MAINSTAGE • Feb. 10 - Mar. 21, 2020
Recommended for Ages 5 & up • SK-Grade 6
Written & Directed by Craig Francis & Rick Miller
Adapted from the works of Rudyard Kipling
Produced by Kidoons and WYRD Productions in association with The 20K Collective

A wild ride awaits in this inventive and timely take on the beloved classic!
An immersive multi-media adaptation, Jungle Book will transport you from the
urban jungle to Mowgli’s childhood in the forests of India – with Baloo the Bear,
Bagheera the Panther, and more of your favourites along for the journey!
“A MUST SEE!” – Broadway World

Mina
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ANCESTRAL TEACHING
Exploring the concept of Respect challenges both the conventions of colonialism
and the continuing human domination of the animal world.
CLASSROOM CONNECTIONS
Themes: Humanity’s place in the natural world, Finding one’s community,
Navigating power and hierarchy.
Curriculum: Kindergarten Curriculum; The Arts – Drama and Music;
Science and Technology – environmental education and life systems; Language Arts;
Health and Physical Education – healthy living; Social Studies – heritage and identity,
people and environments.

they need, always ensuring that something is left for those who follow. The Dish With...
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...One Spoon agreement remains in effect to this day. All nations are invited to live by its

“There’s a sense of engagement that’s so delightful!”
Maja Ardal

WORLD PREMIERE

YOU AND I
STUDIO • Feb. 11 - 23, 2020
Recommended for Ages 12-30 months
Created by Maja Ardal
Directed by Allen MacInnis

Fast on the heels of YPT’s smash-hit for infants, One Thing Leads to Another,
comes a brand new creation for “walking babies”. You and I is a multi-sensory,
playfully interactive adventure that engages little explorers (and their adults!)
in discovery through colour, sound, touch and movement.

Maja
Ardal

Malindi
Ayienga

ANCESTRAL TEACHING
Learning that we are all unique amongst others is a part of understanding Humility.
THEMES
Identifying the differences between ourselves and others, The joy of sharing,
Discovery and surprise.

terms. Many Indigenous peoples refer to North America as Turtle Island, a reference to...
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...an origin story common within oral histories. In this narrative, the whole world was at

“SPECTACULAR…DELIGHTFUL…EXHILARATING”
Stage Door

BEAUTIFUL ECO-STORY RETURNS

BLUE PLANET
MAINSTAGE • Apr. 6 - 29, 2020
Recommended for Ages 9 & up • Grades 4-8
By Andri Snær Magnason
Translated by Julian d’Arcy & Andri Snær Magnason
Presented by agreement with Nordiska ApS., Copenhagen
Directed by Allen MacInnis

On a blissful blue planet inhabited only by children, a mysterious travelling
salesman arrives to grant their wildest of wishes – the ability to fly! The children
soon realize that their whimsy comes at great cost, and that only bravery
and ingenuity will rescue their fragile world. Take flight with this clever and
cautionary tale of “dreams coming true”.
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ANCESTRAL TEACHING
Reversing environmental and spiritual damage leads to Wisdom.
CLASSROOM CONNECTIONS
Themes: Environmental stewardship, The consequence of wishes, Personal decisions,
Global and environmental impact.
Curriculum: Drama; Language Arts; Social Studies; Science and Technology;
Environmental Education; Equity and Inclusive Education.

one time flooded with a great sea and there was no land. Though many animals tried,...
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...the tiny muskrat sacrificed his life by diving to the bottom of the water to retrieve a

“Like the best theatre for young audiences, Jack and the Magic Bean
combines clever storytelling, imagination, and an important lesson.”
Vancouver Presents

FAVOURITE FAIRY TALE RETURNS

JACK AND THE
MAGIC BEAN
STUDIO • Apr. 14 - May 10, 2020
Recommended for Ages 3-8 • JK-Grade 3
Written by Linda A. Carson
Directed by Kim Selody
Produced by Presentation House Theatre

From the award-winning creative team of Where the Wild Things Are comes
a delightfully innovative Spanish-English spin on a cherished classic. Back by
popular demand, join Jack on his journey to the giant’s farmland with this
interactive environmental tale, created in collaboration with Mexico City’s
Marionetas de la Esquina.
Winner of the 2019 Jessie Richardson Theatre Awards (Theatre for Young
Audiences) for Outstanding Performance and Significant Artistic Achievement.

Tim
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Jake
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ANCESTRAL TEACHING
Truth about environmental and social concerns can be told in a thoroughly
engaging way.
CLASSROOM CONNECTIONS
Themes: Environmental responsibility, Determining values, Concern for others.
Curriculum: Play Based Learning – Kindergarten Curriculum; Science – Environment
Education; Drama; Language Arts.

handful of mud, which was then placed on the back of a turtle. This earth grew into what... 16
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...is now called North America by many. The image of the great turtle bearing the earth

“A wonder of theater-making…honest and authentic…
full of cracking story-telling.”
DC Metro

CANADIAN PREMIERE

CARTOGRAPHY
MAINSTAGE • May 5 - 14, 2020
Recommended for Ages 12 & up • Grades 7-12
Conceived and Created by Kaneza Schaal & Christopher Myers
Directed by Kaneza Schaal
Written & Designed by Christopher Myers
Produced by ArKtype/Thomas O. Kriegsmann

From New York’s acclaimed ArKtype comes a bold and eloquently told story
of one of the most complex issues of our time. Five young people step out
from behind today’s headlines to tell the human story of mass migration.
Through theatre and interactive video technology, CARTOGRAPHY reveals
the plight of young refugees in search of a place to call home.

Janice
Amaya

Noor
Hamdi

Victoria
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Sotashe

Malaika
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ANCESTRAL TEACHING
It takes courage and Bravery to find — against all odds — what we all crave:
a place to feel safe.
CLASSROOM CONNECTIONS
Themes: Migration, Exploration, Identity, Resilience, Home, The role of storytelling.
Curriculum: Geography; Social Sciences and Humanities; Canadian and World Studies;
Language Arts/English; The Arts – Drama.

and the people on its back is a reminder of the deep respect owed to the environment...
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Make new friends! Create theatre! Have fun!

DID YOU KNOW?

YPT’s Drama School is the oldest and largest of
its kind in Canada. It’s a place for young people
to explore their interest in theatre, mentored by
professional and experienced artists. We offer yearround programming celebrating everyone’s unique
abilities. Kids and youth discover the power of their
own voice, gain confidence, make new friends - and
have FUN! We’re 50 - and we’ve never felt so young!

• Drake (rapper, singer,
songwriter, record
producer, actor),
Kiefer Sutherland (24,
Designated Survivor) and
Giacomo Gianniotti (Grey’s
Anatomy) are all alumni of
YPT’s Drama School.
• 1,800 students took part
in a drama class last year!

...supporting us. The City of Toronto takes its name from an Indigenous word, t’karonto,

Actor and playwright Paul
Sun-Hyung Lee (Appa, Kim’s
Convenience) received his
first Dora Mavor Moore Award
nomination for YPT’s The
Monster Under the Bed in 2010. He spoke with us
about the impact of the YPT Drama School on his life
and that of his sons.

BABY DRAMA TIME
Ages 4-12 months
An interactive drama,
movement and music

Watch the full interview at
youngpeoplestheatre.org/dramaschool.

class for babies – and their
adults! Explore sensory
play, storytelling and song.

“YPT is like a family to me – it made me feel like I
belonged. Bringing Noah and Miles here was like
bringing them home - the quality of instruction
and the people here - you know they’re in a very
safe environment, with their own peer group,
meeting new people. Their confidence levels
rose. Seeing them blossom and come out of their
shells was great.”
Paul Sun-Hyung Lee

Meet new parents and get
playful with your baby –
all in a welcoming,
relaxed environment.

“Everyone (at YPT)
believes in wonder, and in
children. It is magical.
It feels like home.”
Tanisha Taitt, Artistic Director,
Cahoots Theatre

DRAMA CLASSES
IGNITE YOUR
IMAGINATION!
4 LOCATIONS:
Downtown Toronto,
Etobicoke, North York,
Scarborough

FOR AGES 4-18… and babies!
FALL, WINTER, SPRING SESSIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weekend Classes
After-School Classes
Junior Ensemble
Senior Company
Directors’ Lab
Actor’s Craft
Audition Technique

MARCH and
SUMMER BREAK
CAMPS

FOR KIDS Grades 1-7

MAKE A PLAY!

FOR YOUTH Grades 8-12

“Creativity.
Communication. SelfExpression. Confidence.
Collaboration. Empathy.
YPT has instilled within me
all these values and more.”

• Drama & Play

• Theatre Creation Lab
• Advanced Theatre
Creation

• Writers’ Bloc
• PLUS Specialty
Classes: Baby
Drama Time, AfterSchool Pick-Up,
PA Days and
Personal Coaching

• Play Makers

• Film Making
• Music Theatre

IT’S EASY TO REGISTER!
CALL 416.363.5131 x235 and we’ll get you started!

Sreesa, Drama School Student

which describes where there are trees standing in the water. The word could illustrate...
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Explore the many possibilities for
learning at YPT and get involved!
Whether it’s in the classroom,
at community centres, or family
programming at our theatre, YPT
provides engaging, drama-based
learning for all ages!

School and
Community
Programs
Learning is at the centre
of everything we do.

Every year, more than 70,000
young people attend a
professional production at YPT
and we know the experience can
be transformative. Our shows and
enrichment programming offer
young people the opportunity to
get creative about stories that
matter to them.
“Young People’s Theatre has
been part of my theatre-going
soul. YPT provided a touchstone
for connecting hundreds of
teachers to theatre.”
Larry Swartz, literacy and drama
instructor, OISE

FOR SCHOOLS
BOOK A CLASS TRIP
There’s so much to experience
onstage and behind-the-scenes.
Let us customize your trip to YPT
to help you make the most of it!
See page 29 for more details or visit
youngpeoplestheatre.org/schools.

RESOURCES FOR TEACHERS
YPT Study Guides, conveniently
available online, are designed to
extend your students’ learning beyond
the stage. Would you like to preview a
show before your students? We offer
teachers complimentary tickets for
Community Preview evenings.
21

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING:
Q&As, Workshops, Behind-theScenes Tours, Artist Residencies
and more!
We’ve designed a selection of
programs, facilitated by YPT’s
Resident Artist Educators, to
enhance your students’ theatre-going
experience. And just for educators we
have specially-created professional
development workshops!
INdepth & ONsite - NEW!
Engage your students in active
exploration! We offer workshops and
artist residencies delivered to your

...many locations – but because French explorers put it on a map, it became a place name,

school, from pre- and post-show
workshops and curriculum support,
to in-house Artist Educators - for all
grade levels.
MEMBER SCHOOLS
Become a Member School and YPT
will work with school leadership to
create a plan tailored to the aims and
needs of your students, including
theatre and enrichment programming
at special rates!
For more information, please contact our
Education Manager at 416.363.5131 x230
or mgardner@youngpeoplestheatre.org

“Our theatre trips truly helped shape
the students’ learning for the year and
inspired the storytellers within each
of them.”
Kelly Crosthwaite, teacher

IN THE COMMUNITY
DID YOU KNOW…YPT designs
community programs and workshops
to help enrich neighbourhoods
throughout the city!
• STORYTIME AT SICKKIDS
Storytime with YPT is a series
of weekly workshops at SickKids

FOR COMMUNITIES

focused on creative play for
children at the hospital. Led by a

FOR FAMILIES
There are so many ways to have
fun at the theatre - together!
From family workshops and pre-show
crafts to behind-the-scenes tours,
don’t miss out on all the ways we can
help make your trip to the theatre
even more special!

YPT Resident Artist Educator,
each session explores a particular
theme through reading,
dramatization and song.
• FAMILY SHELTER PROGRAMS
YPT delivers weekly drama-based
programming for children aged 6 to
12 living in City of Toronto shelters.
The programs use play and drama

FOR CHILDREN & YOUTH
We offer a large selection of
workshops and programs, often in
collaboration with community groups
and organizations. Participants not
only develop drama skills, but they
also discover how they can use the
arts for positive self-expression and
even social change. Have an idea for
a workshop or program? Let us know
and we can work together to create
something unique!
FOR ARTISTS & EDUCATORS
Check out our training and
professional development
opportunities for emerging and

exercises to explore self-esteem,
confidence-building and positive
self-expression.

experienced artists and educators
looking to incorporate drama and arts
education into their school, workplace
or community setting.
CORPORATE TEAM BUILDING - NEW!
Enhance your team’s communication
skills, build trust, and inspire creative
thinking and problem solving! We’ll
design customized workshops to
suit all your needs. Proceeds go to
support our drama programming for
children in Toronto shelters.

Taronto. The area of northern Lake Ontario, where the City of Toronto is now located,...
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Indigeneity and YPT
TRUTH & RECONCILIATION
Two years ago, YPT made a decision
to respond to the report of the Truth
and Reconciliation Commission
(TRC). The Commission called on all
Canadians to respond to its “Calls
to Action”. It specifically stated that
the Arts are uniquely positioned
23

as a platform for reconciliation.
And YPT – with learning at its centre
and our youngest citizens its priority –
is fundamentally committed to
this journey.

...has been the territory of the Haudenosaunee Confederacy of Six Nations, which includes

KNOWLEDGE & APPRECIATION
YPT embraced the TRC call to
increase knowledge and appreciation
of the culture and history of
Indigenous people. Staff member
Lindy Kinoshameg offered to pilot
a series of educational workshops
for YPT. Led by Indigenous elders
and artists, the sessions explored
the Seven Ancestral Teachings of the
Anishinaabe. Lindy, along with Artist
Educator Leslie McCue, titled their
initiative INDIGENizeUS.

Leslie McCue
YPT Resident
Artist Educator

leadership, knowledge keeping,
power sharing, de-colonization,
conflict resolution and living in
harmony with the people and land
around us.
THE SEVEN ANCESTRAL TEACHINGS
This season, each production explores
one of the Seven Ancestral Teachings
of the Anishinaabe. Wisdom, Love,
Respect, Bravery, Honesty, Humility
and Truth. YPT is committed to
embracing these teachings as central
to our core values. In recognition of
this influence, YPT commissioned
Indigenous youth of the 7th
Generation Image Makers to create a
lobby mural depicting the teachings.

Lindy Kinoshameg
YPT Community
Engagement Facilitator

CONNECTION WITH COMMUNITY
The pilot project galvanized YPT
to have Indigeneity influence
the organization’s practices and
programming, and it became a central
influence in our work with newcomers
to Canada. With the support of the
Metcalf Foundation, YPT is developing
a community engagement program
inspired by cultural exchange and
reconciliation. We are learning our
way into what it means to position
Indigeneity as the model for YPT’s
initiatives with newcomer audiences,
artists and participants.
The Ancestral Teachings are integral
principles by which we can and
should live and work – with ourselves,
with each other, with Indigenous
people, and all whom we encounter
at YPT. They teach us about

“All of the ancestral teachings are
equal in importance and significance;
you cannot use one without the other;
they are to be used together in a
holistic approach to guiding your life
and the way you live. In the Ojibway
language this is known as Minobiimadzawin - the good way of life.”
Lindy Kinoshameg, YPT Community
Engagement Facilitator

Visit youngpeoplestheatre.org/
indigenizeus to learn more about
the Seven Ancestral Teachings,
INDIGENizeUS Workshops, Land
Acknowledgements, and YPT’s
Indigenous programming.

the Cayuga, Oneida, Onondaga, Mohawk, Seneca and Tuscarora, and the Wyandot...
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YPT Across Canada...
“YPT has always been — and
continues to be — a vital and
important theatre for Toronto, and
for theatre in Canada.”
Peter Herrndorf, Past President & CEO,
National Arts Centre, Ottawa
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Joel Greenberg, Artistic Director,
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YPT on the Road

“Every time I am in the building, I
know that there is something wholly
powerful going on. I don’t know any
other theatre that does this to me.”
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“Young People’s Theatre is a
mentor to us all. The concept of
intelligent, thoughtful and thoughtprovoking theatre for young
audiences is at the heart of YPT.”
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Jeff Pitcher, Artistic Director,
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Credit, who are part of the Anishinaabe Nation. Other nations, both recorded and not...
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Access & Inclusion
At YPT, we believe that everyone should have equal access to our productions,
programs and employment opportunities, and that our diverse community
should be reflected in all that we do. We strive to be accessible and inclusive to
all, and we’re committed to identifying and removing barriers to access through
a range of services. For more information or to book, please contact our
Community Programs Manager at abouchard@youngpeoplestheatre.org.

Relaxed Performances
Relaxed Performances include a few
extra features to make the theatre-going
experience more sensory-friendly, including
a relaxed attitude to our general rules,
slightly adjusted sound and lighting levels,
a calm area to watch the show on video if a
break is needed, plus additional resources
and supports before and during the show.
ASL Interpreted Performances
American Sign Language (ASL) Shadow
Interpreted Performances are designed
to provide access for audience members
who are D/deaf, deafened, or hard-ofhearing. Interpreters are integrated into
the show and follow the actors onstage
while using ASL.

Meet the Theatre Tours
Led by staff from our Education &
Participation Department, Meet the Theatre
tours are for anyone who would benefit from
an introduction to YPT prior to attending a
performance. It is particularly well-suited for
those attending a Relaxed Performance.
Wheelchair Accessibility and Mobility
YPT encourages the use of mobility
equipment whenever necessary to improve
access to our services and programs.
Our Mainstage accommodates up to four
patrons with full-sized wheelchairs, and The
Studio Theatre up to two patrons. To book
tickets and make arrangements for your
visit, please call ahead at 416.862.2222 x2.
Service Animals

Audio Described Performances
These performances feature professional
live audio description for audience
members who are blind or partially sighted.
Audio description outlines the key visual
elements onstage, delivered through an
earpiece and a small receiver.
Touch Tours
Offered in connection with Audio
Described Performances, participants
will have the opportunity to handle
select props, and set and costume pieces
before the show, allowing for a tangible
understanding of the performance and a
more engaging theatre experience.
For more information, please visit
youngpeoplestheatre.org/accessibility
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Service animals are welcome at YPT. Please
inform the box office when booking show
tickets, an activity, or a program to ensure
suitable arrangements are made.
Support Persons
A person with a disability who is
accompanied by a support person may
have that person escort them on our
premises. Support persons will receive a
complimentary ticket to our performances.
Assistive Listening Devices
Listening devices are available on loan for
any YPT production on a first-come-firstserved basis. To reserve, please contact
the box office at 416.862.2222 x2 or at
boxoffice@youngpeoplestheatre.org
at least 24 hours prior to the event.

...recorded also made this area their home. Today, Toronto is still home to Indigenous,

GROUP SAVINGS
SCHOOLS
There’s so much more to discover on and beyond the
stage! We’re here to help curate your students’ theatre
outing with special subsidized group rates, teacher
resources, and behind-the-scenes experiences.
$15 BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL
Book now and SAVE – but only ‘til Oct. 14!

“One of my most
profound memories
involves the 18-yearold me sitting in a dark
theatre watching YPT’s
The Hobbit while weeping
quietly and believing
in the possibilities
and magic of theatre.
I remember turning to
my mother at the end
and saying ‘I want that,
I want to do that!’”
Anusree Roy, playwright,
actress, librettist

STUDENT GROUP BENEFITS
• Regular tickets for student performances $16 (incl HST)
• Preview School Performances (select productions) only $12 (incl HST)
• Free teacher/supervisor ticket for every 20 student tickets purchased
• Post-show Q&As, Tools of the Trade sessions, study guides, tours and more
• Even more savings for Member Schools!
For more information on all the benefits please see page 22 or visit us online.

IT’S EASY TO ORDER!
CALL		
ONLINE		
		
IN PERSON

416.862.2222 x2
Save time and check availability at youngpeoplestheatre.org/
schools/book-a-class-trip.
165 Front Street East, Toronto

For more information on subsidized options for schools, please visit
youngpeoplestheatre.org/schools.

GROUPS
SAVE 20% with a group of 20 or more! PLUS, elevate your experience with
exclusive extras!
GROUP BENEFITS
• Great group rates
• Personalized service
• Priority seating
• Free ticket for group organizer
• Flexible payment options

PLUS! OPTIONAL EXTRAS
• Behind-the-Scenes Tours
• Pre- or Post-Show Receptions
• Craft-making Activities
• Face-painting
• Facilitated Workshop Activity

For more information or to reserve your group, please email our Associate Director of
Marketing at smccarthy@youngpeoplestheatre.org.
Programming and prices subject to change without notice.

Inuit and Métis people. Miigwetch, nya:weh, merci and thank you to the people on...
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CHOOSE YOUR PACKAGE
SEE MORE, SAVE MORE!
SHOW PACKAGES
Great savings and selection!

Available only until Oct. 14!

Enjoy savings of up to 25% on regular tickets when you book multiple shows,
plus receive FREE ticket exchange privileges.
PICK 3: SAVE 15%
when you choose any
three or more shows
on either stage (not
applicable to You and I).

3 FOR TEENS: SAVE 25%
when you buy our
three teen shows: The
Mush Hole, A Million
Billion Pieces and
CARTOGRAPHY.

REGULAR TICKETS
from $15.

MORE WAYS TO SAVE!
SUPERSAVER SEATING
only $10!

FIRST SATURDAYS
$17 and $20

A limited number of
Mezzanine tickets are
available at this very
special price for every
Mainstage performance.
Not applicable to
weekday school
performances.

Enjoy the first Saturday
performance of a
Mainstage production
for as little as $17!
Please note that
tickets are $20 for The
Adventures of Pinocchio
and Jungle Book.

PAY WHAT YOU CAN
PWYC tickets are
available for select
performances of all
productions on both
stages. Purchase must
be made in person at
the box office on the
day of the performance.
Tickets become available
beginning at 10am.
(Cash only. Max 4 tickets
per person.)

MAINSTAGE

IT’S EASY TO ORDER!
CALL
ONLINE
IN PERSON

416.862.2222 x2
youngpeoplestheatre.org
165 Front Street East, Toronto

HST and service charges not included. Programming
and prices subject to change without notice.
YPT is a registered charitable organization
(11930 7254 RR0001). When purchasing your tickets,
please consider a donation to support our many
artistic and educational programs.
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...whose territory we are able to live and thrive. We pledge to turn our acknowledgement

BECOME A

NEW!

YPT INSIDER!
AND ENJOY ALL THE BENEFITS THAT COME
WITH YOUR MEMBERSHIP!
Along with supporting YPT,
you'll receive exclusive access to:
• Priority seating
• 20% off regular tickets
• Insider discount card
• Behind-the-scenes events
• Complimentary beverages & snacks
• Neighbourhood discounts
• Members-only webpage with Insider
info, ticket offers and more!

Membership benefits are based
on varying levels of support
from $50-$250.
Become a YPT Insider and experience
all that we have to offer!
Call 416.363.5131 x204 or visit
youngpeoplestheatre.org/support-us

into action – to be partners with them in caring for the land and water.
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